MAIN HALL LIGHTS

On Entering
Using the light switch just inside the Main Hall on
the left of the doors turn on the front section of
the Main Hall lights, lighting you onto the stage
On the stage (stage right) turn on the remaining
Main Hall lights and the destratification fans,
turn on the lights on the stage as required
Note the destratification fans do not cause a draft but do
move warm air down speeding up the heating of the hall and
reducing the energy needed to heat the hall

Dim Main Hall lights as required – see overleaf

On Leaving
Make sure the fire escape is closed and bolted
On the stage turn off the destratification fans
Turn off two sections of the Main Hall lights
leaving the set nearest the stage on
Turn off the lights on the stage
Leave the Main Hall, checking that the kitchen
lights are off
Turnoff the Main Hall lights by the door to the
extension
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EXTENSION LIGHTS

SCHOOL ROOM AND NEW BAR
The light switch in the School Room and the New
Bar is different from the previous type.

To switch the lights on and off
‘Press and Release’ the switch to turn the lights
ON and ‘Press and Release’ again to turn the lights
OFF
The System is also dimmable and will remain in the
state last used when switched off

To change the level of dimming
‘Press and hold’ the light switch. The lights will
come on and either dim or brighten depending on
how they were last left, and they will continue to
change for as long as you hold the switch pressed
Allow the light to fully dim or brighten. IF you want
to change this state, then release the switch and
‘Press and Hold’ again to allow the brightness to
change in the other direction
To turn the lights off ‘Press and Release’ the switch

